
 

 

POLITICAL STUDIES ASSOCIATION 
of the United Kingdom 

 
 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE POLITICAL 
STUDIES ASSOCIATION HELD AT THE MERCURE SHEFFIELD ST PAUL’S HOTEL & 

SPA, SHEFFIELD, 30TH MARCH, 2015 
 

Present 
Matthew Flinders (MF), John Benyon (JB), Rosie Campbell (RC), Paul Carmichael (PC), 
Terrell Carver (TC), Alistair Clark (AC), Rose Gann (RG), Matt Goodwin (MG), Richard 
Hayton (RH), Will Jennings (WJ), Andrew Massey (AM), Heather Savigny (HS), Alison 
Statham (AS) 
 
In attendance 
Helena Djurkovic (HD), Rebecca Partos (RP) 
 
Apologies 
Neil Collins (NC), Cathy Gormley-Heenan (CG-H), Rainbow Murray (RM), Danielle Bailey 
(DB), James Ludley (JL), Sandra McDonagh (SM), Jamie Ralph (JR) 
 
1. Minutes of the Meeting held on 30th January 2015 
1.1 The minutes were approved with the single amendment that the figure cited for 

attendance at the last BISA conference be removed.  
 

2.  Matters Arising 
2.1  MF explained that the issue of managing the PSA’s reserves would be addressed 

once the journal contract had been signed (Report of Treasurer of Finance Committee, 
Item 6.7). 

2.2 MF reported that JR had explored the feasibility of holding a PSATedX but discovered 
only venues, not organisations, were entitled to apply to run TedXevents (AOB, 
Item19.1). 

 
3.  Chair’s Report 
3.1 MF reported that that the journal publisher discussions had evolved to such an extent 

that the Working Group was in a position to recommend a publisher subject to certain 
conditions still being resolved. MF thanked the Working Group for all its hard work and 
said overall he felt it had done a very good job for the Association. 

3.2 MF reported that the joint PSA-BISA REF event had been a great success. He said 
lessons that could be learnt from the REF process had been discussed in detail and 
the PSA and BISA now planned to develop a strategic planning statement about the 
next REF exercise. He mooted the idea of the PSA trying to lobby for the REF period 
to be extended from 6 to 10 years, for which there was unanimous agreement. WJ 
commented that he and RM were planning a survey of members’ views on the REF 
and hoped to co-opt others to lead it. Action: MF & WJ 

3.3  MF explained that he and HD had attended an ESRC learned society meeting at which 
the ESRC’s new strategy was discussed. He said he thought the event illustrated the 
need for learned societies to work together more closely. PC raised the issue of small 
grants and it was agreed that the PSA should produce a bulletin for members on this 
subject. RH suggested the ESRC was in a mess and the PSA should be outspoken in 
its criticism. MF suggested that with the Nurse Review likely to recommend radical 
changes to the structure of the research councils and with Phil Sooben active on the 
Reaching Out Chair’s Commission, voicing criticism at this point in time would be 
counter-productive. Action: MF & WJ 



 

 

3.4  MF reported that he and HD had attended the launch of the CfSS Pre-Election Report. 
The event was well attended but the report did not include any references to Politics as 
a discipline. He added that he would talk to David Walker, AcSS Policy Director, about 
the criticisms that he had levelled at the PSA through Twitter. He went on to explain 
that he had heard that the AcSS had persuaded a big name (possibly Sir Nigel Thrift) 
to take over as Chair from Cary Cooper (CC). In response to comments from JB that 
the AcSS was no longer accountable to its member learned societies, MF said he 
would try to meet with CC and Stephen Anderson before the next EC meeting to 
discuss the need for change.  Action: MF  

3.5 MF reported on the PSA’s involvement in discussions with Surrey University over 
plans to downsize the Politics department. He said that a lot of people who had been 
through similar experiences at their institutions had offered the Surrey team support 
and advice and community spirit in the discipline appeared to be strong. He suggested 
taking a positive position and presenting the situation as an opportunity to rebuild. HS 
mentioned an email going around the Diversity Working Group noting that the 
department at Surrey was rare in being majority female and having one BME member. 
RC commented that SOAS had an online letter and petition saying learned societies 
should openly state that HEIs should not be influenced by the REF results, implicitly 
criticizing the PSA. MF said he was happy to offer SOAS a meeting to discuss the 
issue. JB congratulated MF for what he had achieved and fully endorsed the idea of 
the PSA getting involved, given that it remit was to promote political studies. MF noted 
that for every negative email he had received, he had received 15-20 welcoming the 
PSA’s involvement. He noted, however, that it was important that people understood 
that having managed to get the consultation going, the PSA would now play an arms’ 
length role. 

3.6 MF explained that Total Exposure would be launched at the conference on 1st April. He 
noted that JR had done a great job in pulling everything together. MF said the 
“competition” would only be open to members as it was important to try to drive 
membership by making the benefits so attractive that people felt compelled to join. 

3.7 MF reported that the British Library were interested in hosting and marketing the PSA 
Academic Lectures and were keen on tying up the lecture topics with their exhibition 
subject. He noted that the PSA could be flexible and did not always have to hold the 
lecture at the same venue. 

3.8 MF explained that there had long been a slight distance between EPOP and the PSA. 
Recently, in an effort to build bridges, MF, RC and HD had attended a meeting with the 
“leadership” of EPOP. It was agreed to produce a short memorandum of 
understanding, which would be subject to the approval of the EC. MF explained that 
EPOP published a journal but made very little money from it. Were the journal to join 
the PSA stable, it would generate considerably more money for EPOP. MF suggested 
that, since the journal’s contract with Routledge only had two years left to run, 
discussions should be held with the new publishers about bringing it into the stable, 
but only after the new contract had been finalized, otherwise it could cloud the picture. 

3.9 MF ended his report by thanking the people he knew were intending to stand down – 
JB, NC and RM 

 
4.  Vice-Chair’s Report 
4.1 RC reported that the Reaching Out Commission had been steaming ahead under JL’s 

oversight and the Adding Depth Commission was likely to take off once the conference 
was over and DB had time to direct her energies towards it. RC was planning to meet 
with DB at the conference to discuss plans. RC said consideration had to be given to 
how the long planned focus groups could be wrapped into the work of the 
commissions and also how the survey of members could be expanded to include non-
members in order to be able to feed into the work of the commissions. MF noted that 
the work of the commissions was central to the future of the PSA and momentum 



 

 

needed to be maintained. He said the reports should deliver a whole range of 
recommendations – from minor to radical – and that the issue of diversity needed to be 
addressed. WL said he and RC should compare their two surveys but he thought his 
REF survey was quite different to what RC planned. 

4.2 MF observed that RC’s role was to act as a bridge between the commissions and the 
EC and, if more comprehensive feedback was required, the Chairs of the two 
commissions could be asked to speak at the next EC meeting. He also suggested that 
the commission meeting should be open to EC members. 

4.3 MF observed that the Chairs should let the EC know how much money they needed if 
they felt their existing budgets were too small. The EC would consider applications for 
additional funding.  

4.4 RC reported on the meeting with EPOP. She said that as soon as they realized the 
PSA was happy to provide help they opened up and became more friendly. They did 
not want to co-badge the media briefings because they thought the PSA had a 
stronger reputation in Westminster. WJ observed that it was in the PSA’s interests that 
EPOP felt they had autonomy within the PSA but also that it they were viewed as an 
important part of the Association. RC said she would circulate the Memorandum of 
Understanding she had prepared and invited feedback. Action: RC 

 
5.  CEO’s Report 
5.1 HD said she had nothing to add to her report but noted that the new intern, Nicolas 

Wattelle (NW), was working alongside the other staff at the conference. RH asked 
whether he was proving useful. HD replied that he was. MF suggested that the PSA 
should think of introducing a formal internship scheme. He said this needed to be 
considered in the context of overall PSA staffing. WJ noted that Southampton 
University had a number of co-funded internships and suggested that there might be a 
way of the PSA linking with members to create co-funded positions. 

5.2 TC commented on the need for partitions in the main office to allow for greater privacy 
during meetings. He reminded the EC that this had been discussed and agreed when 
approval was given to signing the lease on the Jermyn Street office.  

 
6. Report of the Treasurer and Finance Committee 
6.1 JB explained that the Trustees Report had already been approved by the EC but the 

financial statements needed approval. 
6.2 JB reported that income in 2014 was £783,254, down approximately 2.5% on 2013, 

due in the main to a slight fall in membership and conference income. HD noted that 
conference income had only fallen by £6k in 2014 and hence some conference income 
had to be appearing elsewhere in the accounts. JB said income from membership 
subscriptions fell from £109,680 to £102,565, due in part to overall numbers of 
members falling a small amount and to teachers, one of the main membership areas 
seeing growth, paying a reduced sub, in some cases just £15. JB added that some 
people were also possibly delaying the renewal of their membership to save money. 
The PSA ran a surplus for the year of £53,100 taking reserves up to £1,296,984. 

6.3 JB explained that the audit had been unproblematic and the auditors had given the 
PSA a clean bill of health. He thanks HD, Linda Bradshaw (LB) and Robert Pugsley 
(RP) for a smooth audit. 

6.4 TC noted the need to increase post-graduate membership. JB said an investigation 
into membership was needed and suggested the new Finance Officer, once appointed, 
should drill into the membership figures with SM, to gain a better understanding of 
underlying trends. WJ said he could believe people were delaying renewing their 
membership and suggested ways should be found for tying people into the PSA. RC 
suggested that the PSA introduce more incentives for people to pay by direct debit and 



 

 

RH noted that some universities paid for membership fees if these were tied into the 
conference fees. 

6.5 JB said income from Wiley remained almost the same in 2014 as 2013 at £511,279. 
He explained that income from the Awards had risen from £27,648 to £30,662 because 
the publishers bidding for the journal contract were all keen to sponsor the event. 

6.6  JB noted that in 2014 the Communications & Engagement sub-committee had more 
than doubled expenditure in large part because of the Special Projects awards.  

6.7 MF thanked JB for taking the lead in producing the accounts and steering the PSA 
through the audit. He noted that overall the PSA was in good financial health. The 
Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statements were approved. 

6.8 Turning to 2015, JB reported that income of £644,261 had already come in this year. 
He explained that the figures for conference and membership income received through 
Paypal only covered the two months to the end of February, and hence the figure for 
the year to date was actually higher than reported. He said the PSA was on course to 
hit its budgeted income for the year. 

6.9 JB suggested the way in which the PSA managed its reserves needed to be 
addressed but the challenge was findings good advisors who did not charge large 
fees. 

6.10 JB suggested holding membership fees constant in 2016 given inflation was running at 
close to 0%. This was approved.  

 
7. EC Elections 
7.1 PC explained that the position of Honorary Treasurer and two three-year trustee 

positions were up for re-election in 2015. He reported that to date just one nomination 
had been received but that the deadline for nominations was 12th April. 

7.2 MF invited trustees to encourage people to stand for election. He said he would 
mention the vacancies at the AGM and had already discussed the positions with a 
number of people who had expressed interest to him. PC said that assuming a flurry of 
applications materialized, an electronic ballot would be held. 

 
8.  Journal Publishing Contract (Highly Confidential) 
8.1 AM outlined the process that the Journal Working Group had followed in selecting the 

publishers for the new 5-year publishing contract commencing in January 2016. He 
said that by Christmas 2014 there were two front runners, who were very different in 
approach and culture. After a series of meetings with these two publishers the Working 
Group was in a position to recommend one publisher (who offered much the same 
financial offer as the other but a greater number of free member benefits), though a 
number of issues had yet to be resolved with them. The Working Group had been 
successful in securing some very strong financial offers. 

8.2 JB noted that although forecasts of the demise of learned societies due to Open 
Access were premature, there would certainly be changes in the market and the PSA 
had to wean itself off such heavy reliance on publishing income. 

8.3 HD suggested that one of the lessons from the long selection process had been that 
the PSA had to manage its publishing relationship much more closely and a new 
member of staff was needed to take on this responsibility. AC said the editorial teams 
would appreciate more co-ordination 

8.4 AC asked what the various publishers had proposed in relation to OA and more 
generally. TC said that all had expressed the need for more co-ordination across the 
PSA portfolio and a clear set of goals. MF said that on the issue of transferring the 
titles, all had experience of moving titles over from another publisher. He added that as 
soon as the contract was finalized, planning the transfer could begin. HD commented 
that all were prepared to launch an OA journal but none saw the PSA making any 
money out of it in the short to medium term. 



 

 

8.5 RH asked what the chosen publisher had forecast in terms of revenues for the life of 
the contract. JB said all the publishers had been quite bullish about the future of the 
market. 

8.6 HD said the recommended publisher had hidden some expenditure that Wiley 
currently covered and it was important to go through this with them in detail. MF 
commented that all the publishers had been surprised how diligent the PSA had been 
during the process. 

8.7 The Working Group’s recommendation of publisher subject to agreement of final 
details on some remaining matters was approved. 

8.8 MF reported that Edinburgh had been appointed to as new editors of BJPIR. In total 
four strong bids had been received but Edinburgh’s was the strongest and the 
university was committing significant resources. 

 
9 Sub-Committee Reports 

 
 Research and Impact 
9.1 WJ reported that he and TC had worked on guidance for the various international 

funding schemes, though he had yet to publicise the information. He invited trustees to 
send him ideas on how to promote the schemes.   

9.2 WJ said he was very keen on the PSA helping set the agenda for future REFs. He said 
Thom Brooks (TB) and others were keen on doing some work on impact and so he 
was thinking of setting up a task force and co-opting people on to it. He invited 
suggestions on how this might be done in such a way as to ensure pluralistic 
representation of the discipline. He went on to say that the task force would liaise with 
the two Chair’s Commissions. MF suggested that a joint statement on the REF should 
first be produced with BISA and only then should the task force be set up. He said he 
was worried that impact was now purely being linked to the REF when people should 
be aiming for impact regardless of the REF. WJ said the terms of reference of the task 
force would be about engaged scholarship and  impact could be separated out of the 
plans. Action: WJ 

9.3 WJ said that he was not planning a second expert survey on the elections but the first 
one had been a success.  

9.4 WJ reported that TB’s event on the impact of political theory at Westminster had been 
a success. MF commented that TB had produced a report on the event and said this 
needed to be polished and distributed more widely. Action: WJ and JR 

9.5 WJ reported that he was planning on setting up Research Commissions funded by the 
PSA. He said he had been careful not to push a particular agenda but thought there 
was scope for working with the natural sciences. He invited people to submit 
comments to him before circulating the invitation for applications. Action: WJ 

9.6  HS said she had read in WJ’s report that he was doing some work with RM on 
experiences of the REF, including issues relating to diversity. She noted that Stephen 
Bates (SB) at Birmingham had asked for money from the PSA to fund a study on 
Gender and the REF. She suggested that this should be lined in to WJ’s project. WJ 
said that the survey he was working on would be broad but towards the end it would 
ask questions relating to diversity, so he was happy to liaise with SB. MF noted that 
Clare Annesley (CA) had spoken about diversity at the joint PSA-BISA REF event and 
had some important observations. Action: WJ and RM 

9.7 WJ reported that a joint event with the RSS on the Election and Big Data was being 
planned for 7th July. The RSS would provide the venue for free and hence the event 
should be relatively cheap.  

9.8 TC reported that a large number of incomers were attending the conference. He 
explained that the Brazilian and Argentinian PSAs had, over time, found more money 
to help fund incomers and hence the amount being paid by the PSA had been coming 
down.  



 

 

9.9 TC reported that the PSA had been guaranteed a panel at APSA. He was very 
pleased with the topic as it would be of international interest. He said it was important 
to attract a good audience, hence he urged trustees attending APSA to come to the 
panel.  He said MG was keen to take on the APSA relations role. He had not had 
anyone else come forward to his call, which would begin in earnest in the autumn 
sorting out panels for 2016.  

9.10 TC explained that the PSA was a funder member and major contributor of IPSA and 
usually put forward someone for election to the IPSA Council. He said elections were 
coming up in 2016 and hence a candidate needed to be found. He said it was 
important to find an internationally recognized academic and hence it was 
inappropriate to make an open call. He said it would also be good if the PSA could 
nominate a woman. MF said he was concerned about not putting out open calls but 
there was a strong case for not doing so in this case. TC said he hoped to bring a 
name forward to the June EC meeting. Action: TC.  

9.11 TC explained that the PSA needed to find a new rep to attend meetings of the ECPSA. 
HD asked about the current areas of activity of the ECPSA. TC said it was particularly 
concerned with Horizon 2020 and curricular issues. MF suggested the role would be 
good for an early careers researcher and TC said it would be good for someone 
focused on European or EU politics.  

9.12 TC explained that the exchanger role involved quite a bit of work. To date he had only 
had one response to his call and that person had misread the information. He said the 
appointment was not especially urgent and a handover document existed. He added 
that the person did not need to be a trustee. JB disagreed. 

9.13 MF explained that the large number of jobs that needed filling arose from the fact that 
the IR role was being disaggregated after many years of TC having undertaken all the 
tasks. He thanked TC for all his hard work. JB endorsed TC’s fantastic contribution.   

 
 Honorary Secretary and Membership 
9.14 PC explained that the latest membership figures were in the EC papers. He suggested 

that more work had to go into increasing membership income, though overall 
membership numbers were up, due in large part to the growth in teacher membership. 

9.15 PC said he had asked SM to investigate why people let their membership lapse. In the 
vast majority of cases people cited financial reasons and not using the services offered 
by the PSA to members. He noted that discontent with the PSA was only rarely cited. 

9.16 PC reported that a targeted campaign to drive membership had been introduced and 
letters, signed by MF, were going out on a rolling basis to encourage people to join. 

9.17 PC invited trustees to send him names suitable for nomination as Academicians. 
9.18 HS reported that a lunchtime session was being held that day at the conference on 

diversity. He thanked James Chiriyankandath (JC) and Vicky Randall (VR) for their 
work on diversity and setting up the initiative. She said that Anil Awesti, new Chair of 
the Diversity and Equality Group, was doing a great job and she hoped he would stand 
for the EC. 

9.19 HS said she had been in touch with the Brighton conveners about keynote speakers, 
to avoid a repeat of the problem at the Sheffield conference of an all-male lineup, and 
would be in touch with the Strathclyde convenors shortly. 

9.20 HS suggested a PSA prize in a woman’s name. She suggested that Elinor Ostrom 
(EO) would be a suitable woman after whom to name a prize. MF said he supported 
the idea and asked HS to come back to the EC with a formal proposal. TC noted that 
EO had been a friend of the PSA and hence a prize in her name would be appropriate. 

 
 Communications and Engagement 
9.21 MG reported that the expert survey on the outcome of the election was forwarded to a 

lot of the people who were on the Awards guest list. It appeared in a lot of the media, 
including most of the main news channels. The original tweet announcing the results 



 

 

was retweeted around the Westminster village around 80 times. He suggested a blog 
on the survey results after the election. 

9.22 MG explained that a new directory of election experts had been produced for the 
media. 

9.23 MG reported that the first of three media briefings had been held on 24th March and 
had gone well. Further briefings were scheduled for the 14th and 16th April. HD 
reported that BBC Parliament was filming all the briefings for the first time. 

9.24 MG reported that the first election Google Hangout had taken place. He said the idea 
of organizing Hangouts, first proposed by HD after they were discussed at the 
Specialist Group conference, was good. He noted that there were some technical 
issues that needed to be ironed out but JR was preparing a guide for participants, 
which should help address the problems in future.  

9.25 MG reported that the number of PSA Twitter followers now exceeded 5,000 and 
should reach 7,000 by the end of the year. He noted that by way of comparison APSA 
only had 10,000 followers. He suggested more could be done with Facebook but it was 
not a powerful medium in the long term. HD said the office had tried advertising the 
Google Hangout on Facebook. This had cost just £14. She suggested that the PSA 
might try advertising of this nature more widely for other events, blogs and podcasts. 
MG supported the idea and it was agreed that the office be authorized to spend £100 
on social media advertising and monitor its impact. 

9.26 MG said the Blog was ongoing but the PSA had to decide what to do with it over the 
medium to long term. He said that it had received 40 submissions in the year to date 
and pick up was reasonable but some decisions needed to be made about whether a 
new approach was required. RH commented that book reviews came out the following 
day on the LSE Blog, whereas they took two years to be published in Political Studies 
Review. HD said the long delays in publishing book reviews had been raised with 
Wiley. She suggested that it might be possible to put some of the backlog of PSR book 
reviews on the PSA Blog. 

9.27 MF asked what horizon scanning was being done by the sub-committee. MG said that 
events around which the sub-committee would organize activities in future were the 
possible EU referendum and the Scottish and Welsh elections. MF commented that it 
would be useful to have a rolling diary and that a post-election event in the autumn 
should be added to the events calendar. MG suggested putting out a call after the 
election for ideas for outward-facing workshops and events. Action: MG 

 
Education & Skills 

9.28 RG reported that the Education & Skills sub-committee held a meeting on the 6th 
March. Since the last EC meeting two A level reform meetings had taken place, one in 
London and one in Belfast, and Ofqual had announced the previous week that the 
future of the Government and Politics A level was secure but the curriculum would be 
reformed. The Government now has to specify the reforms it requires through the 
subject guidelines. RG said the PSA was working closely with the exam board to 
ensure it was involved in all consultations and was well placed to play an important 
role. 

9.29 RG reported that a number of teacher members sat on the Chair’s Commission on 
Reaching Out. 

9.30 RG reported that she had corresponded with Steve Fisher (SF) about the QM Network. 
It was agreed that two workshops on QM would be held and RG had stressed to SF 
that these needed to be pitched at people who were not very confident about teaching 
quant skills. RG said she was not convinced that the future direction of the QM 
Network had been fully resolved but she had told SF that if he wanted to do higher 
level quants events he was welcome to apply to form a specialist group for quant skills. 
HD suggested that the PSA ask SF to organize an event specifically for post-
graduates, so as to ensure it was pitched at a lower level.  



 

 

9.31 RP reported that the PGN was planning a one-day conference, hopefully in Sheffield. 
She said the PGN would welcome the support of members of the PSA Executive to 
chair sessions and provide students with feedback. 

9.32 RP said that the PGN hoped that in future the post-graduate conference could be 
reincorporated into the annual PSA conference, with a day for post-graduates added at 
the end. MF agreed that the post-graduates had to be re-integrated into the 
conference but did not think a day tacked on to the end would be the right way of doing 
so. RC suggested that if a high profile academic was added to each post-graduate 
panel this might help attract full members. 

9.33 AS explained that she worked with Simon Lightfoot (SL) in organizing an 
undergraduate research conference. This year the conference would be in Manchester 
and had attracted 40 papers from 11 institutions. She said the Education & Skill sub-
committee was sponsoring a prize and the conference would be co-branded. RG said 
that the PSA had already committed to running an undergraduate conference in 2016 
and planning now had to begin on how this might be done. AS said the existing 
convenors of the undergraduate research conference were happy for their conference 
to merge with anything planned by the PSA. MF asked AS to bring forward a costed 
plan for an undergraduate conference to the next EC meeting. Action: AS 

9.34 AS suggested that the PSA should look at the idea of membership of the PSA being 
offered as part of undergraduate status at university. 

9.35 RG explained that the sub-committee had revised its budget headings and these 
changes had now been incorporated into the PSA financial statements. She asked for 
the sub-committees new terms of reference to be considered. These were accepted. 

9.36 RG reported that the sub-committee had started inviting non-trustees to attend its 
meetings. At the last meeting John Craig (JC) and Stephen Thornton (ST), both active 
members of the Teaching & Learning Specialist Group, had been in attendance. 

9.37 RP reported that the ESRC had recently cancelled its civil service placement scheme 
and asked that the PSA send a letter questioning the decision. It was agreed that HD 
would draft a letter to this effect that should be sent out in MF’s name. Action: HD & 
MF 

 
10 AOB 
10.1 MG requested that the PSA issue a statement in support of the Japanese academic at 

Nottingham University who has been forced out of the country. It was agreed that MG 
should draft a letter for HD to send out. Action: MG 

10.2 MF congratulated MG on securing a Chair at Kent. 
 
 
Dates and Venues of Future Meetings 
 
Friday, 26th June 2015, London 
Friday, 23rd October 2015, London 
Friday, 29th January 2015, London 
Monday, 21st March 2016, Brighton 
 
 
 
HD 30/04/15 
	  


